Abstract The plasma synthetic jet is a novel flow control approach which is currently being studied. In this paper its characteristic and control effect on supersonic flow is investigated both experimentally and numerically. In the experiment, the formation of plasma synthetic jet and its propagation velocity in quiescent air are recorded and calculated with time resolved schlieren method. The jet velocity is up to 100 m/s and no remarkable difference has been found after changing discharge parameters. When applied in Mach 2 supersonic flow, an obvious shockwave can be observed. In the modeling of electrical heating, the arc domain is not defined as an initial condition with fixed temperature or pressure, but a source term with time-varying input power density, which is expected to better describe the influence of heating process. Velocity variation with different heating efficiencies is presented and discussed and a peak velocity of 850 m/s is achieved in still air with heating power density of 5.0 · 10 12 W/m 3 . For more details on the interaction between plasma synthetic jet and supersonic flow, the plasma synthetic jet induced shockwave and the disturbances in the boundary layer are numerically researched. All the results have demonstrated the control authority of plasma synthetic jet onto supersonic flow. 
Flow control technology is one of the hotspots in aeronautics and astronautics, which is expected to bring significant benefits for aircraft such as improved performance, payload, maneuverability and lower cost. For future flight control units, the criteria mainly include the following aspects: easy to integrate, adjustable, high reliability and low energy consumption.
Compared with other solutions like mechanical deflection and mass injection, synthetic jet actuation could achieve the manipulation of flow field without complex mechanical devices and extra gas supply, thus has drawn much attention worldwide. Smith and Glezer described the formation and evolution of typical piezoelectric-based synthetic jet, 1 and the working mechanism concluded by Glezer indicated that through manipulating the interaction between synthetic jet and cross flow, the localized ''trapped'' vortices' concentration could be achieved near the actuating area, by which the virtual shape was generated so as to change the aerodynamic force. 2 Mane et al. systematically analyzed the influence of various factors, including the diaphragm and the cavity geometry, on the performance of the synthetic jet. 3 Experimental investigations respectively validated the control authority of synthetic jet to a shear layer, 4 the flow over a two-dimensional cylinder 5 and separated flow on an unconventional airfoil. 6 Another combustion-driven jet actuator was believed to create jets with high impulse momentary, 7 but the fuel/air supply and valves would bring other problems in installation.
Based on the concept of combustion-driven jet, the Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University initiated a new type of synthetic jet, which was called spark jet. 8 This kind of actuator generally includes a cavity, a pair of electrodes and an orifice. The working process is divided into three stages: energy deposition, discharge and recovery. Inside the cavity the electrodes are fixed with certain distance; at the first stage, when the input voltage exceeds breakdown value, an arc filament is initiated and electrothermally heats the gas within a very short time. With the sharp increase of pressure, the gas will erupt from the orifice and forms plasma synthetic jet, which is called discharge stage. At the recovery stage, the gas outside will be drawn back into the cavity because of the lower pressure, and the actuator is refilled for the next pulse.
Cybyk et al. established a three-dimensional analytical model to assess the performance of the actuator, and the impact of some parameters like cavity volume and deposited energy was also discussed. 9, 10 Through experiments the peak pressure of the cavity was measured to be about 1.8 · 10 6 Pa, 11 with high-resolution particle image velocimetry (PIV) the propagation of plasma synthetic jet was quantified. 12 Besides, the temperature distribution of jet plume was acquired with digital speckle tomography (DST), and the maximum value reached over 1600 K within 75 ls after jet release. 13 Narayanaswamy et al. experimentally researched the performance of pulsed plasma jet both in Mach 3 flow and stagnant air.
14 Some efforts have been made to explore its application to the control of shockwave boundary layer interaction; 15, 16 when jet actuation was adopted at St L % 0.04 (where the Strouhal number St L = fL/U 1 is defined by the characteristic length L, the frequency f and the freestream velocity U 1 ) and actuation frequency f = 2 kHz, the separation shock unsteadiness was locked to the pulsing frequency of the actuator, and the overall magnitude of the pressure fluctuations reduced by about 30%. 17, 18 Reedy et al. discussed the influence of capacitor size on plasma synthetic jet velocity, and both velocity contours and vectors are acquired with PIV at different delay times. 19 Shin described the evolution of electro-thermal jet through schlieren images; it was noted that the enlargement of discharge current or duty time would lead to the peak value of the jet. But further increase of duty cycle or pulse frequency may weaken the jets since there was not enough time for the recharge of capacitor or the recovery of jet cavity. 20 Belinger et al. focused on the impact of the power supply on the plasma synthetic jet; a comparative study between plasma synthetic jets created by an inductive power supply and a capacitive one was introduced and the role of the rate of energy dissipation in the discharge was particularly discussed.
21 Barricau et al. tested the operating characteristics of plasma synthetic jet actuator. In the field of flow control application, both experimental and numerical results showed its effectiveness when applied as fluidic vortex generator, besides, it was reported that the plasma synthetic jet could thicken the mixing layer of high subsonic jet in the exit of nozzle, which was believed to mitigate the jet exhaust noise. 22, 23 Efforts on numerical simulation from Anderson and Knight evaluated the force and impulse generated by plasma synthetic jet; analysis showed that the force from a plasma synthetic jet array is sufficient to replace the conventional aerodynamic flap. 24 Wang et al. investigated the energy efficiency and performance of plasma synthetic jet, and the characteristic of a three-electrode plasma synthetic jet actuator is studied. 25, 26 Jin et al. experimentally researched the influence of discharge voltage and frequency on the velocity of pulsed plasma synthetic jet. 27 In this paper, the characteristics of plasma synthetic jet and its control effect on supersonic flow are studied. Through time resolved schlieren method the formation of plasma synthetic jet and its precise structure are acquired, which help to accurately measure the velocity of jet front. In numerical simulation, the arc domain is no longer defined as a heating block with constant pressure or temperature, but described with time varying power density, which comes from experimental diagnose. That will be definitely closer to the reality, with this the influence of heating process can be considered, so the dynamic evolution of plasma synthetic jet and its coupling with supersonic flow will be better reflected. mediate section (not shown here) flows through Laval nozzle and expands to be supersonic before the test section, where the plasma synthetic jet actuator is placed. An optical window with length of 190 mm and height of 120 mm is designed on each side of the tunnel. The machineable ceramic (Macro) groove is fixed in the middle of bottom, in which the jet actuator is installed.
Experimental setup

Power supply
The pulsed direct current (DC) power supply consists of a DC generator, a pulse regulator and an insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT). The DC generator is designed to provide a DC voltage from 0 kV to 20 kV, and the pulse regulator is a control unit for the adjustment of pulse frequency, which ranges from 0 kHz to 2 kHz. With the advantages of high input impedance and low drop voltage, the IGBT is used in this paper working as a high frequency switch. Driven by the pulse regulator, it will turn on and off at a given frequency so as to output a negative pulsed DC voltage. The discharge voltage is measured by a high voltage probe (P6015A, Tektronix), while the current is measured and amplified with a current probe (TCP312, Tektronix) and an amplifier (TCPA300, Tektronix). The signals are collected with the 4-channel oscilloscope (DPO4140, Tektronix).
Actuator
A schematic diagram of the plasma synthetic jet actuator is given in Fig. 2 , which includes the anode, the cathode and the cavity. The cylindrical cavity with depth of 4 mm and inner diameter of 4 mm is formed with the alumina ceramic shell and the copper anode, in which the gas is stored and heated. In the center of the cavity bottom a 1 mm-diameter tungsten needle is fixed as the cathode and connected with the output of power supply, the copper cap is grounded as anode. A convergent nozzle with exit diameter of 1 mm is designed on the top of the copper cap, which is thought to be helpful to increase jet velocity. The tungsten needle can be moved upward or downward to change the distance between electrodes. In this research the cavity volume is about 50 mm 3 , and the gap of electrodes is set to be 3 mm. Considering the potential high temperature of copper cap caused by arc discharge, the actuator is embedded into a dielectric, heat-resistant groove made of machineable ceramic (Macro). Then the groove, together with the actuator, is fixed on the bottom surface of test section (see Fig. 1 ). There are three orifices on the top of the groove, but only the middle one is activated in the experiment in order to avoid the terrible electromagnetic noise.
Wind tunnel facility
The experimental investigation is conducted in a Mach 2 wind tunnel in the University of Science and Technology of China. The test section with rectangular cross-sectional area of 30 mm · 80 mm (width · height) is placed after the intermediate section and Laval nozzle. In the experiment, the pressurized air kept in a 30 m 3 plenum chamber is fed into the tunnel and finally released to the atmosphere. The statistic pressure and temperature are 7.1 · 10 4 Pa and 160 K, and the freestream Reynolds number is 2.4 · 10 6 .
Schlieren system
Schlieren system is designed for the flow visualization, by which the density variation of flow field can be reflected. Both experiments with and without air flow are conducted. For the experiments conducted in quiescent air, the Phantom M310 high-speed camera is used to capture images, which is operated with the framing rate of 35874 Hz (frame interval of 28 ls) and exposure time of 1 ls. The recording time duration is about 4 s with resolution of 320 · 240 pixels. In the experiments in supersonic flow, the Photron Fastcam SA5 high-speed camera is adopted with the framing rate of 30000 Hz (frame interval of 33 ls) and shutter speed of 370 ns. The images with pixel resolution of 640 · 376 pixels can be recorded for 3 s.
Numerical modeling
For more details of the jet formation and its interaction with supersonic flow, the numerical simulation has been conducted. A two-dimensional computational mesh is created with ICEM-CFD grid generator and the commercial computational fluid dynamics flow solver ANSYS CFX is used for the calculation.
Analytical model
As mentioned above, at energy depositing stage, the discharge is initiated to heat the gas inside jet cavity. So the arc plasma is taken as a heat source and then added into energy equation of Navier-Stokes equations. The general form of energy equation for the control volume can be written as follows:
where V is the volume of control body; q is the density of control volume; e is internal energy; _ Q is the heating power of unit volume; u is the velocity vector; S is the surface area of control volume; n is the normal vector of control volume surface; q is the heat flux vector; F is the body force, andr is the surface stress tensor.
ÞdV represents the changing rate of total energy, R R R V F Á udV and t S n Á ðr Á uÞdS are the power of body force and surface force, respectively, which can be acquired through solving momentum equation. The control volume of plasma synthetic jet cavity is shown in Fig. 3 . Considering the design of actuator, the arc break down should probably happen between the tungsten needle and copper cap, so the black block is supposed to be the heating area. The _ Q (see Eq. (1)) is called heating power density, which is the function of time and space. After being introduced into Navier-Stokes equations, together with proper boundary conditions, flow parameters like pressure, density and velocity can be calculated. It is expected that through this way the whole working circle can be better simulated.
In many cases, the heat source term is defined as an initial condition with fixed temperature and pressure, and the parameter values are usually estimated from non-intrusive measurement. Actually the simulation is made to start from the end of heating, but the heating process itself is ignored. While in this paper, through the use of experimentally diagnosed time-varying power density, all three stages of the operation circle including energy deposition will be covered, and the influence of electrical characteristic can be reflected by the instantaneous power density. The adoption of heating power density will be specified later.
Grid generation
The two-dimensional computational mesh is generated by ICEM-CFD grid generation package. A mesh with 378,877 total elements is created, other two meshes with finer and coarser grid are also generated to perform the rudimentary test of grid sensitivity, and the minimum difference of calculated jet velocity is less than 3%. The whole domain is divided as jet cavity and outer flow field; to be consistent with experiments, the same cavity geometry with depth of 4 mm and diameter of 4 mm is determined in mesh generation. The outer flow field is 230 mm · 80 mm (length · height), which is divided into 265935 elements. In order to explore the formation of plasma synthetic jet and its near wall evolution, the mesh is locally refined inside the cavity and near the tunnel bottom. The overall and zoomed view of structured mesh is presented in Fig. 4. 
Basic settings
In both simulations with and without supersonic flow, the ideal gas is selected as working material. For the case of quiescent air, the boundary conditions include temperature of 288 K, pressure of 101325 Pa and density of 1.19 kg/m 3 . Regarding Ref. 22 , the unsteady Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes method with a k-e model is adopted. In the center of the heating area (see Fig. 3 ) a monitoring point in the center of arc domain is placed to observe the core temperature, another point in the entrance of the jet nozzle is fixed to monitor pressure, and in the middle of the jet orifice the velocity is recorded. According to the different phases of a single pulse, the changing time step is applied to numerical simulation. For instance, the time step is shortened to be 1 ns in energy deposition, while it is gradually enlarged to be utmost 5 ls after arc extinction. The total simulation time is 1 ms in all cases.
In the simulation with Mach 2 supersonic flow, according to the operation parameters of the wind tunnel, the static pressure and temperature are reset to be 7.1 · 10 4 Pa and 160 K. The turbulence model, discharge power densities and changing time step remain unchanged. In order to investigate the influence of plasma synthetic jet on the flow structure, besides monitor points inside the cavity, four other points on the bottom wall are also designed, which are located 10 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm downstream of the orifice.
Characteristics in quiescent air
Electrical characteristics
The plots of voltage-current as well as discharge power are shown in Fig. 5 , and the discharge voltage and frequency are given to be 10 kV and 1 kHz, respectively. From the plot of Fig. 5(a) it is seen that when the discharge is triggered, the voltage sharply increases from about À10 kV to about À2 kV, and then gradually rises to 0 kV. Meanwhile, an obvious spike can be observed as soon as the discharged is initiated, indicating a pre-discharge before the main arc is created, and repeated tests have confirmed the result and excluded the influence of electromagnetic interference. Following it there is the main discharge current which reaches as high as 15 A, and the duration of a single pulse is about 5 ls. Fig. 5(b) is the curve of instantaneous discharge power; a high peak value over 100 kW is acquired at the very beginning of discharge, which corresponds to the current spike in Fig. 5(a) . In next 1 ls the discharge power decreases to 3 kW and finally drops to 0 kW at 5 ls. It is obvious that the main heating effect is achieved at the beginning of discharge; to deposit more energy during a single pulse, the modification of power supply will be necessary.
Research from Ref. 19 shows that with capacitors of greater capacitance, the jet velocity can be remarkably increased. Characteristics of pulsed plasma synthetic jet and its control effect on supersonic flowBesides, a high energy deposition rate is also proved effective to acquire high-speed plasma synthetic jet.
Jet propagation and velocity variation
The propagation of pulsed plasma synthetic jet has been studied through schlieren visualization, the results are shown in Fig. 6 . Discharge voltage and frequency are the same as Fig. 5 . The high-speed camera is set to be triggered as soon as the discharge starts. As mentioned above, the frame interval is 28 ls and exposure time is chosen to be 1 ls. In the first frame there is no jet observed, but the shockwave induced by it is clearly presented near the orifice. From the second frame a mushroom-shaped jet head is captured shortly after the jet release, the bright column is probably the main flow, and gray structure surrounding the column seems to be the formation of vortex pair. However, it is noted that the actual structure of plasma synthetic jet from a round orifice should be the vortex ring. The jet becomes weaker in its upright movement, such flow pattern cannot be recognized after 112 ls, and the boundary gets blurred. Checking out the location of contact surface an obvious slowdown is shown especially in the last three images, which tells the decay of jet strength after about 150 ls. The results acquired in this paper are similar to those presented in Ref. 20 , while the specific jet structure is acquired here. In addition, a group of shockwaves can be observed instead of only one precursor shockwave reported in Ref. 20 . In order to better understand the velocity characteristics, both the speed of induced shockwave and jet front are measured. Leaving the actuator geometry unchanged, the influence of discharge parameters on the velocity of induced shockwave has been explored. Measurement results show that the speed of shockwave hardly changes but remains at about 345 m/s regardless of the variation on voltage or frequency, which suggests the sonic transmission of plasma synthetic jet induced shockwave.
The velocity evolution of jet front is studied. The plots of the maximum velocity with different discharge voltages and frequencies are presented in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) respectively, and the maximum velocity is calculated by the first two frames recorded by high-speed camera. No remarkable difference or tendency is found from Fig. 7(a) as the voltage ranges from 10 kV to 15 kV. However, a sudden decrease is observed in Fig. 7(b) ; at the test point of 500 Hz the velocity decreases from about 100 m/s to 90 m/s. The velocity of plasma synthetic jet is mainly influenced by the energy deposited into the cavity. At high pulse frequency, it is difficult to add so much energy like it is when discharge frequency is several Hz, so the jet velocity is restricted. To increase the speed of plasma synthetic jet, there are several important factors which should be considered comprehensively, such as the structure of jet actuator, the pulse frequency, the impedance matching of the circuit, etc. The design of actuation system deserves more attention in the future.
The explanation of such variation should be focused in the physical process. With given structure of jet actuator, the gap between electrodes is fixed, which determines the breakdown voltage. Since 10 kV already exceeds the breakdown value, higher input voltage will do little to help increase jet strength, and that is why jet velocity does not increase with the rise of pre-set voltage. The sudden drop of velocity in Fig. 7(b) is mainly caused by the interference of recovery process of jet actuator. In this case the interval between discharges will be shortened and the actuator may not have enough time to complete the heat exchange or replenishment. As for the approximate velocities measured before and after 500 Hz, probably there is a threshold frequency around it, which is attributed to the complicated interaction between the internal cavity wave dynamics and incoming air. Fig. 8 presents the evolution of jet velocity during a single pulse discharge. Fig. 8(a) and (b) gives the temporal variation of jet velocity during 140 ls with different discharge frequencies and voltages. Generally speaking, there is no significant distinction between the velocity curves, and all of them are monotonically decreasing. To explain this, the curves of discharge power under different voltages are checked. As shown in Fig. 9 , although discharge voltage varies from 11 kV to 15 kV, the power curves hardly change, which means discharge voltage has no remarkable effect on the jet velocity as long as it exceeds the breakdown value.
Model validation and numerical results
Before starting the simulation, both instantaneous heating power and the volume of heating block are required to calculate the power density. Fig. 10 gives the original and simplified plots of discharge power. Fig. 10(a) is the same one in Fig. 5(b) , from which the peak power is up to 101.3 kW. The volume of arc domain is estimated about 20 mm 3 , so the peak power density can be figured as 5 · 10 12 W/m 3 . It should be noted that the whole arc domain is defined spatially uniform. The power plot contains thousands of sampling points, which is difficult to be adopted, so a simplification is necessary in the pre-calculation setting, as shown in the lower curve. With the XY coordinates of several key points the shape of the original plot can be roughly copied, and the tiny oscillation which hardly affects the plot is ignored. Considering that the discharge power cannot be completely transformed into heat power, different energy transforming rates (also known as heating efficiencies) are designed and studied, trying to find out which one agrees better with experiments.
The velocities of plasma synthetic jet in the center of orifice are given in Fig. 11 , in which there are five plots corresponding to the different heating efficiencies. The moment when discharge is triggered is selected as time zero, for all cases the velocities start to rise within 10 ls after discharge, and this delay becomes shorter with higher power density. Supposing that all the electric power is transformed into Joule heat, the peak velocity can reach over 850 m/s and three velocity peaks are observed from 10 ls to 30 ls; the fluctuation is believed to be caused by the complicated impact and reflection between the heated gas and cavity wall. In other cases the peak velocity decreases with the drop of heating efficiency; at heating efficiency of 10% (power density of 5.0 · 10 11 W/m 3 ), it is even difficult to find a remarkable peak velocity. It seems that the plot with heating efficiency of 10% is close to experimental results. However, the monitor point is set in the middle of jet orifice, and even its peak velocity does not reach 95 m/s, considering the significant velocity decay in its propagation, it is reasonable to say that the velocity curve with heating efficiency of 20% is more consistent with experiment. About 60 ls after jet release, the velocities change from positive to negative, which means the air out of the jet cavity is drawn back because of the inside lower pressure. With heating efficiency of 50% and 100%, there are two small peaks less than 100 m/s at about 140 ls, and they are also supposed to be related to the internal turbulent. Approximately 200 ls later, no more cooling air is refilled, meanwhile the cold gas and heated gas are mixed to finish the recovery stage.
Given that the heating efficiency is 20% (heating power density of 1.0 · 10 12 W/m 3 ), the pressure at the entrance of jet nozzle and temperature in the center of heating area are calculated and shown in Fig. 12 . Within 30 ls two pressure spikes are generated, which respectively indicate the gas expansion and its reflection in the cavity; in the next 80 ls the negative pressure is generated owing to jet release and then it rises back after air refilling. If no more pulse is added, the pressure will become stable at 1.01 · 10 5 Pa and the actuator is fully recovered. When it comes to the temperature plot, a sudden decrease at about 200 ls may imply the suction of cold air, then it becomes stable after 400 ls and a whole working circle may complete. It is found that the temperature still keeps above 350 K, showing that it is quite difficult to completely transfer all the heat. Probably the temperature will get even higher with the heat accumulation caused by repeated discharge and the application of materials with high heat transfer rate is helpful to the cooling of actuator.
The flow structure of plasma synthetic jet is described with temperature (Temp.) and velocity (Vel.) contours in Fig. 13 . The start of arc discharge is taken as zero time. Checking all the locations of jet front, the velocity variation is coincident with experimental measurement. It is found that the calculated jet head moves a little bit faster than it is measured in the experiments. The second frame of Fig. 13 shows the formation of a pair of vortex rings, which is quite similar to the schlieren image at the same moment. In the next few time delays the development of jet column and the recovery of actuator are demonstrated. Following the main vortex, some weaker vortex pairs are found as jet head moving upright, from the 5th to the 8th frame, the recovery stage is illustrated.
From comparative analysis of the jet propagation and its velocity evolution between experiment and numerical results, it can be seen that with the established model and given settings, the whole working process of plasma synthetic jet is completed, and the flow structure at each time delay is simulated. The results agree well with schlieren images, which indicate the correctness of the modeling, based on it, further numerical investigations on the jet characteristics in supersonic flow can be fulfilled.
Control effects on supersonic flow
Schlieren visualization
Experiments have been conducted in Mach 2 flow to investigate the actuating effect of plasma synthetic jet. The actuator is designed to inject vertically so as to examine whether it could pass through the boundary layer and influence the main flow. Like experiments in quiescent air, the discharge voltage is typically selected as 10 kV and pulse frequency is set to be 1 kHz. For a single actuator, the flow ratio of plasma synthetic jet/ main flow is roughly 5&, while the momentum ratio is about 0.0008, which is even smaller. Schlieren image of Fig. 14(a) shows the undisturbed freestream, from which the fully developed boundary layer on the top and bottom wall is observed. A shockwave originating from the top roof is caused by the imperfect connecting between nozzle and test section, while another one on the bottom starts at the leading edge of Macro groove. Fig. 14(b) on the right hand demonstrates the flow field at 99 ls after arc discharge, with the location of jet actuator marked. An obvious oblique shockwave is visualized from the place where plasma synthetic jet is released, which confirms the penetration of supersonic boundary layer, as well as the interaction between supersonic flow and pulsed plasma synthetic jet. Compared with the work in Refs. 14, 20 , the static pressure here is much more higher (7.1 · 10 4 Pa versus less than 5 · 10 3 Pa), from the schlieren results it can be concluded that the control effect will increase with the rise of pressure. Under higher pressure condition, the breakdown voltage increases, which means the discharge is more difficult to be triggered. While at the same time, the discharge current becomes bigger too, and more Joule heat is generated, which may explain why a better control effect is acquired in the experiment.
Numerical analysis
In this part the cases with all five power densities have been studied, but only the results with heating efficiency of 20% are presented here. Interaction between plasma synthetic jet and Mach 2 flow is shown in Fig. 15 . Like where it is fixed in the experiment, the actuator is placed in the middle of the whole domain. From the baseline flow field without plasma synthetic jet, two weak oblique shockwaves are observed originating from the entrance of test section; at 100 ls later after arc discharge an oblique shockwave generated by plasma synthetic jet is captured extending into the main flow and a series of shockwaves are recognized behind it, which imply that there are some weak injections expelling after the main jet. At 200 ls after jet release, the actuator may be recovering and no more heated gas expels from the cavity, while the shockwave still exists. This frame is quite similar to Fig. 14(b) , which tells that the established model is not only suitable for cases in quiescent air, but also adequate to reflect the actuation effect in supersonic flow. And more details from it should be trusted.
Since a shockwave can be induced, it is reasonable to believe that the jet is strong enough to penetrate through the boundary layer. The Mach number contours in Fig. 16 validate its control authority: at 5 ls the jet moves into the convergent nozzle and is about to expel; at 10 ls the jet head is still within the boundary layer. Starts from 15 ls it is clearly presented that the restriction of boundary layer is already broken through by plasma synthetic jet and a shockwave is generated and begins to grow in the supersonic flow. Fig. 17 shows the pressure distribution perpendicular to the bottom at different locations. It is found that at 33 ls after discharge at 10 mm downstream from jet orifice, the perturbation reaches about 8 mm away from the bottom. On the other hand, as soon as the jet releases from the orifice, a disturbance near bottom wall will be created and then spread downstream. To evaluate the strength of actuation, the pressure and density at four different locations on the bottom wall are calculated and given in Fig. 18 , and the monitor points are set 10 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm downstream the orifice respectively. The pres- sure and density curves show similar trend, both of which decrease with the actuation, and the delay increases as the distance from jet orifice becomes bigger. At the point 10 mm downstream, both the drop of pressure and density are larger than those at other points, which indicates the relatively quick decay of the disturbance. The effect of plasma synthetic jet can last for about 200 ls, which is similar to the duration of a complete circle, in other words, it is promising to maintain the control effect if a repeated plasma synthetic jet is supplied.
Conclusions
The characteristics of plasma synthetic jet are investigated. In quiescent air, with time resolved schlieren images the propagation velocity of jet front has been measured and the peak velocity reaches about 100 m/s. The jet induced shockwave is also captured, which transmits at the speed of sound. When applied to Mach 2 supersonic flow, the plasma synthetic jet is strong enough to penetrate as far as 8 mm into the main flow and an induced oblique shockwave can be observed from the jet orifice. During the numerical modeling and unsteady simulation, the arc discharge is no longer taken as a heating block with fixed temperature or pressure. In order to simulate the real heating process, the time varied heating power density is acquired from electrical diagnose and then adopted as source term. Simulation results indicate that under given conditions, the maximum velocity under heating power density of 5.0 · 10 12 W/m 3 is up to 850 m/s, while the results with heating efficiency of 20% agree well with experiments. The suction of cooling air starts at about 180 ls after arc discharge inside the cavity and a complete operation circle lasts for over 400 ls. The interaction between supersonic flow and plasma synthetic jet is studied numerically and experimentally. The simulation result at 100 ls after discharge is consistent with the schlieren image at 99 ls after arc break down. Besides the control effect of plasma synthetic jet on the main flow, variations of pressure and density on the bottom wall reflect the increase of momentum and such effect decays during the downstream spread of disturbance.
Future works should include a further understanding of the operating mechanism of plasma synthetic jet, especially the complicated turbulent dynamics inside the cavity. The optimization of actuator design is essential to improve the performance. Application researches on shockwave/boundary layer interaction and transition delay are also welcome.
